Serum Serotonin Concentrations in Dogs with Degenerative Mitral Valve Disease


Background: Increased serotonin (5HT) signaling has been implicated in valvular disease of humans and animals, including canine degenerative mitral valve disease (DMVD). High circulating 5HT concentration is a potential source of increased signaling, and serum 5HT concentrations have not been previously reported in dogs with DMVD.

Hypothesis: Dogs with DMVD and small breed dogs predisposed to DMVD have higher serum 5HT concentrations than large breed controls.

Animals: Fifty dogs affected with DMVD, 34 dogs predisposed to DMVD but without cardiac murmur or echocardiographic evidence of DMVD, and 36 healthy large breed control dogs.

Methods: Prospective analysis. Serum 5HT concentration was measured by an ELISA test.

Results: Median serum 5HT concentration was significantly higher in dogs with DMVD and in dogs predisposed to DMVD as compared with controls (DMVD, 765.5 ng/mL [interquartile range, 561.3–944.4]; predisposed, 774.9 ng/mL [528.3–1,026]; control, 509.8 ng/mL [320.8–708.8]; P = .0001). Subgroup analysis of predisposed dogs indicated significantly higher serum 5HT concentrations in Cavalier King Charles Spaniel (CKCS) dogs than in other breeds (CKCS, 855.0 ng/mL [635.8–1,088]; non-CKCS, 554.2 ng/mL [380.6–648.4]; P = .0023). Age, platelet count, and platelet morphology were not correlated with 5HT concentration in any group.

Conclusions and Clinical Importance: Dogs with DMVD had significantly higher serum 5HT concentrations when compared with large breed control dogs. Healthy CKCS dogs had significantly higher serum 5HT concentrations than other healthy dogs predisposed to DMVD. Additional investigation into a possible role of 5HT in the pathogenesis of DMVD is warranted.
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Degenerative mitral valve disease (DMVD) is common in dogs, but relatively little is known about the molecular mechanisms that underlie its pathophysiology. Serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine or 5HT)-related mechanisms are an important cause of human cardiac valve disease in the setting of carcinoid tumors, ergot alkaloid drug administration, and the dietary drug combination fenfluramine-phenteramine. In animal models, exogenous 5HT or blockade of 5HT clearance is associated with development of myxomatous-like degeneration. With respect to canine DMVD, increased transcription and translation of 5HT signaling components, including 5HT receptors, mitogen-activated protein kinases, tryptophan hydroxylase 1, and related components of the transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) pathway, suggest a role of 5HT in the pathophysiology of this disease. One potential source of increased 5HT signaling is circulating 5HT. The objective of this study was to measure serum 5HT concentrations in dogs with naturally occurring DMVD, small breed dogs predisposed to DMVD, and healthy large breed control dogs.

Materials and Methods

The study protocol was approved by the University of Pennsylvania Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Informed owner consent was obtained for all study patients. Three populations of dogs were prospectively recruited from client-owned dogs at the Matthew J. Ryan Veterinary Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania. Entry criteria for the groups were as follows: (1) dogs with DMVD: body weight <15 kg, systolic murmur at the left cardiac apex, thickened mitral valve leaflets and mitral regurgitation detected on 2D and color flow Doppler echocardiography; (2) dogs predisposed to DMVD: body weight <10 kg, healthy with no evidence of heart murmur, normal 2D, M-mode, and color flow Doppler echocardiography; (3) large breed control group: body weight >20 kg, >3 years of age, healthy with no evidence of heart murmur, normal 2D, M-mode, and color flow Doppler echocardiography. Patients receiving medications that potentially could alter serotonin concentrations (eg, fluoxetine) were excluded from the study.

Three milliliters of venous blood was drawn into plain red top tubes, centrifuged, and serum was extracted and transferred to clean glass tubes. Samples were stored at −20°C and batch analyzed. Serum 5HT concentrations were measured by a commercially available ELISA. The competitive ELISA acylates 5HT and utilizes a chemiluminescent peroxidase detection method. All samples were run in duplicate. For validation of the assay using canine samples, serum from 1 of the control dogs was spiked with increasing.

Abbreviations:

CKCS: Cavalier King Charles Spaniels
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TGF-β: transforming growth factor-β
concentrations of 5HT. Linearity and parallelism were assessed using spiked canine samples and manufacturer controls for 5 different concentrations. Recovery was assessed as the percentage of recovered 5HT-spiked canine samples versus expected 5HT at 6 different concentrations.

In order to investigate the relationship between serum 5HT and platelets, 3 mL of blood for platelet count and morphology were drawn into EDTA-containing tubes from a subset of patients from each of the 3 groups. Platelet counts initially were performed by an automated system and platelet morphology and verification or correction of platelet count were performed by visual inspection.

**Statistical Analysis**

Statistical analysis was performed by computer-based software. Descriptive statistics and median serum 5HT concentrations of the patient groups were compared by the Kruskal-Wallis test and Dunn’s posthoc test. Serum 5HT between CKCS and non-CKCS breeds and between dogs with and without macroplatelets was compared by the Mann-Whitney test. Linearity of 5HT dilutions and correlation between platelet count and patient age with 5HT concentration were determined by linear regression and determination of the Pearson correlation coefficient. Parallelism of the 5HT assay was evaluated by comparing the slopes of 2 regression lines using a 2-tailed P value with the null hypothesis that the lines would be parallel. A P value of <.05 was considered significant.

**Results**

One hundred and twenty patients were enrolled. The control group consisted of 36 dogs including 20 females and 16 males with 15 mixed breed, 11 Great Danes, 3 Labrador Retrievers, 3 Weimaraners, 2 Golden Retrievers, and 1 each of American Pit Bull Terrier, and Bull Mastiff. The DMVD group consisted of 50 dogs including 24 females and 26 males with 37 CKCS, 3 mixed breed, 2 Yorkshire Terriers, 2 Pomeranians, 2 Maltese, and 1 each of Brittany Spaniel, Dachshund, Miniature Doberman Pinscher, and Rat Terrier Sixteen of 50 (32%) dogs with DMVD were receiving cardiac medications at the time of enrollment. The medications and number of dogs receiving each drug were as follows: furosemide, 13; enalapril, 13; pimobendan, 6; aldaclazide, 3; amiodipine, 2; benazepril, 2; digoxin, 2; and sildenafil, 1. The predisposed group consisted of 34 dogs including 23 females and 11 males with 25 CKCS, 2 mixed breed, and 2 Miniature Poodles, and 1 each of Cocker Spaniel, English Springer Spaniel, Jack Russell Terrier, Teacup Poodle, and Fox Terrier.

Dogs with DMVD were significantly older than control and predisposed dogs (DMVD, 8.5 years [5.5–11]; predisposed, 3.0 years [2.5–5.5]; control, 6.0 years [4.0–7.0]; P < .0001). As expected, left ventricular internal dimension at end diastole and left atrial to aortic root dimension were significantly larger in dogs with DMVD than in predisposed and control dogs (Table 1).

The 5HT ELISA demonstrated good linearity (r = 0.96), parallelism (P > .05), and recovery (mean recovery, 100.9%; range, 89.4–107.5%). Median serum 5HT concentrations in DMVD and predisposed dogs were significantly higher than in controls (DMVD, 765.5 ng/mL [561.3–944.4]; predisposed, 774.9 ng/mL [528.3–1,026]; control, 509.8 ng/mL [320.8–708.8]; P = .0001) (Fig 1). In the DMVD group, median 5HT concentration in CKCS was not significantly different than median 5HT concentration in non-CKCS (CKCS, 734.8 mg/mL [579.4–926.3]; non-CKCS, 821.5 mg/mL [458.8–1,017]; P = 1.0; Fig 2A). However, within the predisposed group, the median 5HT concentration in CKCS was significantly higher than that of non-CKCS (CKCS, 855.0 ng/mL [635.8–1,088]; non-CKCS, 554.2 mg/mL [380.6–648.4]; P = .0023; Fig 2B). There was no significant correlation between age and 5HT concentration (r² = 0.015, P = .17) in the study population. In dogs without DMVD (predisposed and control) there was a weak but significant negative correlation between age and serum 5HT concentration (r² = 0.203, P < .0001; Fig 3).

Platelet count and morphology were evaluated in 19 CKCS with DMVD, 7 predisposed CKCS, and 7 controls. There was no significant correlation between platelet count and serum 5HT in the entire study population (r² = 0.0027, P = .78) nor in any individual group (DMVD, r² = 0.0034, P = .81; predisposed, r² = 0.087, P = .52; control, r² = 0.062, P = .58). Macroplatelets were present in 11/26 (42%) of the CKCS, including 8/19 (42%) CKCS with DMVD, and 3/7 (43%) predisposed dogs.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DMVD</th>
<th>Predisposed</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LVIDd index</td>
<td>2.14 [1.92–2.56]</td>
<td>1.80 [1.62–2.00]</td>
<td>1.86 [1.64–2.00]</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LVIDs index</td>
<td>1.25 [1.14–1.43]</td>
<td>1.12 [0.99–1.27]</td>
<td>1.30 [1.10–1.39]</td>
<td>.0042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA : Ao</td>
<td>1.50 [1.20–1.75]</td>
<td>1.20 [1.10–1.40]</td>
<td>1.20 [1.10–1.30]</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* P < .001 versus predisposed and control.
* P < .05 versus DMVD and control.
* P < .01 versus control.
* P < .001 versus DMVD.
* P < .001 versus predisposed.
* P < .05 versus DMVD.
* Ao, aortic root dimension; FS, fractional shortening; LA, left atrial dimension; DMVD, degenerative mitral valve disease; LVIDd, left ventricular end-diastolic dimension; LVIDs left ventricular end-systolic dimension. Superscripts denote significant differences between the 3 groups.
CKCS. Macroplatelets were not detected in any of the control dogs. Median serum 5HT concentration was not significantly different in the CKCS with macroplatelets (884 ng/mL [770.4–1,289]) when compared with CKCS with normal platelet morphology (789.7 ng/mL [595.5–1,032], \( P = .32 \)).

**Discussion**

Increased 5HT signaling has been implicated in the development of valvular pathology in humans,\(^4\) animal models,\(^4\) and dogs with DMVD.\(^7\)–\(^9\),\(^a,b\) In humans and animal models, many of the gross, histological, and molecular changes are similar to those seen in myxomatous DMVD of dogs.\(^11\) Our results indicate that dogs with naturally occurring DMVD as well as CKCS predisposed to DMVD have higher serum 5HT concentrations than do large breed controls. These results suggest a potential role for 5HT in the pathophysiology of DMVD in dogs, and particularly in the CKCS.

In humans, the role of 5HT in valve disease has been most studied in individuals with carcinoid tumors\(^1,12\) or in those receiving serotonergic medications such as fenfluramine or ergot alkaloids.\(^2,3,13\) In these instances, 5HT is believed to bind to 5HT receptors on the valve surface and activate downstream mitogenic pathways, resulting in differentiation of valvular interstitial cells, remodeling of the extracellular matrix, and abnormalities in collagen.\(^9,14–18\) 5HT-activated pathways include those involving extracellular regulated kinases, TGF-\(\beta\), and protein kinase C.\(^19–21\) In humans, affected valves develop fibrous plaques, thickened leaflets and chordae tendineae, and glycosaminoglycan deposition in the extracellular matrix.\(^1\) The gross and histological changes seen with 5HT-mediated disease are similar but not identical to those seen in dogs with naturally occurring DMVD.

Notably, dogs do not typically develop large fibrous plaques on the surface of the valve leaflets, but many of the changes, including proliferation and differentiation of valvular interstitial cells, deposition of myxoid ground substance, and neovascularization are similar between the 2 conditions.\(^22\)

A role for 5HT in canine DMVD previously has been suggested. Both the human\(^23\) and canine\(^24\) cardiovascular systems are rich in 5HT receptors, and expression of 5HT receptors is increased in canine DMVD.\(^7,9,a\) Canine valvular interstitial cells exposed to exogenous 5HT activate mitogen-activated pathways and demonstrate increased expression of TGF-\(\beta\) receptors and smooth muscle actin.\(^5,9,a,b\) Specifically, Disatian and Orton\(^9\) reported increased tryptophan hydroxylase in mitral tissues from dogs with DMVD, which suggests increased local production of 5HT, whereas our laboratory\(^8\) reported a dose-dependent increase in mitogenesis and
production of extracellular matrix and collagen when cultured canine mitral interstitial valve cells were incubated with 5HT. These changes could be prevented by coincubation with ketanserin, a 5HT-2A receptor blocker or GR55562, a 5HT-1B receptor blocker, indicating that 5HT-2A and 1B receptor types are likely related to 5HT-induced mitogenesis and proliferation. Some studies have shown that the serotonin transmembrane transporter (SERT), which clears and metabolizes 5HT, is simultaneously downregulated, further suggesting the potential for exaggerated autocrine 5HT signaling. SERT activity is affected by local production of nitric oxide by endothelial cells. Scanning electron microscopy demonstrates marked denudation of valvular endothelium from affected canine valve surfaces, and this disruption also may contribute to local abnormalities in 5HT signaling. The end result of 5HT stimulation is differentiation of valvular interstitial cells into a more active myofibroblast phenotype. The hallmark of this activation is expression of smooth muscle actin. Thus, the results of previous studies indicate that 5HT signaling mechanisms are increased in mitral valve tissues of dogs with DMVD. Our results suggest that increased circulating concentrations of 5HT could be another potential source of increased 5HT signaling.

To the authors’ knowledge, very few veterinary studies have reported serum 5HT concentration in dogs. Sako et al reported increased serum 5HT in a dog with a carcinoid tumor (2,386 nmol/L) as compared with 4 healthy dogs (10–227 nmol/L). Cakiroglu et al studying behavioral aggression, reported a serum 5HT range of 12–32.5 ng/mL in 41 dogs. The manufacturer of the ELISA kit used in this study indicates a normal reference range in humans of 40–450 ng/mL. By this standard, all 3 experimental groups in our study had median 5HT concentrations greater than the upper limit of the human reference range. To our knowledge, our study investigating serum 5HT is the largest to date, but additional studies are needed to confirm our findings and to determine if the modest increases in serum 5HT found in this study are sufficient to induce or propagate valve injury. The role of increased 5HT in healthy CKCS is particularly intriguing in that CKCS are highly predisposed to DMVD, and longitudinal studies are needed to determine if dogs with increased 5HT concentrations are more likely to develop DMVD. Interestingly, the inverse correlation between age and serum 5HT in healthy CKCS found in our study suggests that older dogs without DMVD tend to have lower 5HT. The majority of circulating 5HT is contained in dense granules within platelets. Interestingly, platelets are attracted to cardiac injuries such as infarction, cardiomyopathy, and valve stenosis, and mediate activation of cardiac interstitial cells and fibroblasts by local 5HT release. In this environment, platelet-derived 5HT activates the TGF-β pathway, increases extracellular matrix deposition, and activates matrix metalloproteinases. Thus, the hypothesis that canine valve injury may attract circulating platelets, which subsequently release 5HT and increase local 5HT signaling warrants further investigation. Also, approximately one-third of CKCS possess macrothrombocytes, and several complex alterations in platelet and hemostatic function have been described in dogs with DMVD. In CKCS, the ultrastructure of the giant platelets appears normal by electron microscopy, but the actual 5HT content in the dense granules is unknown. Previous studies failed to find a correlation between the presence of macrothrombocytes and DMVD, which is consistent with our results indicating that serum 5HT was similarly increased in CKCS regardless of the presence of macrothrombocytes.

There are several important limitations to our study. Serum 5HT can be influenced by foods that are rich in tryptophan (eg, bananas, tomatoes, pineapples, walnuts), and we did not obtain samples from patients that were fasted or on standardized diets. The 3 patient groups were not matched with respect to age. However, the negative correlation between age and 5HT would tend to decrease, as opposed to increase, our ability to detect a difference between the DMVD and control groups. The presence of increased serum 5HT concentrations in dogs with DMVD does not necessarily indicate a causal relationship, and additional studies are needed to determine if circulating 5HT is a potential source of 5HT signaling in valve tissue, and if so, what combination of 5HT and valve conditions is needed to effect these changes. Importantly, serial examinations are required to determine the relationship between increased 5HT and development of DMVD in healthy CKCS and in other breeds. Our results only demonstrate that circulating (and therefore likely platelet) 5HT was increased in DMVD and CKCS, and evidence that platelets are attracted and adhere to degenerative mitral valves remains to be determined. Lastly, the gross and histological characteristics of hyperserotonergic disease and DMVD, while similar, are not identical, and additional studies to better characterize the role of 5HT in dogs with naturally occurring disease are needed. In conclusion, our results indicate that dogs with naturally occurring DMVD as well as asymptomatic CKCS have increased serum 5HT concentrations, which may be a source of increased 5HT.
signaling. The role of 5-HT in the pathogenesis of DMVD warrants additional study.
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